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It is clearly visible that the Web is becoming the most popular application platform. Static
web pages fade into the past; more and more web sites use advanced techniques like server
and client-side scripting, and AJAX to improve the user experience. For client-side scripting,
JavaScript is by far the most commonly used dynamic language [6], it is supported by all major
browsers. Not surprisingly, the optimization of JavaScript execution is a hot research topic
[5,7]. However, as our experiments show, attention should be paid to regular expressions as
well. In this work, we present a study on how regular expressions are used on popular web
sites, introduce the idea of caching regular expressions, and present results of an experimental
implementation.
First, the most popular web sites [1,2,4,8] have been collected in four categories (community,
news, torrent, and adult) and then we visited those pages. With a modified version of WebKit
[3] – a popular browser engine used in several desktop and mobile browsers – all regular ex-
pression patterns has been logged. Thus, we got a list of patterns representing the real-life load
of a regular expression engine. Table 1 shows the number of regular expressions parsed and
compiled during the browsing sessions, and the number of unique patterns as well. It is inter-
esting to see how low the ratio of unique regular expressions is: less than 4%, irrespectively of
the type of the visited pages.
Table 1: Regular expressions on web pages
Community News Torrents Adult
Total 50243 63165 22605 48666
Unique 1529(3.04%) 1972(3.12%) 889 (3.93%) 701 (1.43%)
The above results motivated us to experiment with caching. A cache has been implemented
where the internal representations of the most recently compiled regular expressions are stored.
Round-robin caching policy has been used with a cache size of 256. Table 2 shows the hit-miss
ratio of the cache and Table 3 presents the effect of caching on the performance of regular
expression parsing and compilation. (We experimented with the more complex Least Recently
Used policy as well, but it was not significantly better.) As the latter Table shows, caching can
result in a reduction in regular expression parsing and compilation time as high as 69%, which
equals to a 3-fold speedup.
Table 2: Hit-miss ratio of the cache
Community News Torrents Adult
Hit 47240 28176 20575 46690
Miss 2963 3309 2030 1976
Table 3: The effect of caching on regex compilation time
Community News Torrents Adult
Original (ms) 354.862 190.309 170.395 197.131
Cached (ms) 124.826 73.417 52.088 86.809
Gain 65.19% 61.41% 69.43% 55.96%
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